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OUR GOAL: Many of the brand name products you’ll find on the commercial market can
also be purchased through our Acquisition Center but with the benefit of low, best value
prices. As an added value, our low prices include delivery costs. We are bringing you solu-
tions with more brand name products, without brand name prices, and state-of-the-art
products that can beat the competition!

Stock Items —
 Off Our Shelves To You

Customer Supply Center:
Phone: 1-800-525-8027
Fax: 1-800-856-7057
E-mail: csc.order@gsa.gov
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Order Today from GSA’s Customer Supply Center at (800) 525-802777778888

5180-01-368-3526
Computer Repair Kit
Price - $24.74  KT
Eleven demagnet-
ized tools for non-
electric tasks.
Contains IC inserter
with pin straighten-
er, three-way ratchet
driver – 1/4", three
Phillips screwdrivers - sizes 0, 1 and 2, and five straight
edge screwdrivers.

5180-01-378-4517
Computer Repair Kit   
Price - $57.20  KT
This 12-piece computer repair kit comes in a durable roll-
up pouch with individual compartments for each item.
Consists of 4 to 6
screwdriver and nut-
driver blades that are
interchangeable with
the provided handle.
Several of the tools
are antistatic in
nature to protect
computer chips from
ESD damage. Kit includes: One 3/16" flat-tip screwdriv-
er blade; one No. 0 point and one No. 1 point Phillips
screwdriver blade; one 3/16" hex and one 1/4" hex nutdriv-
er blade; one T-10 Torx and one T-15 Torx screwdriver
blade; one screwdriver/nutdriver handle; one chip retriever;
one chip tweezers; one chip extractor and one chip inserter.

5180-01-424-9185
Computer Repair Kit   
Price - $74.90  KT
The Jensen PC Mini Kit has everything you need for minor
PC service and repair. Comes with 15 tools, including an IC
extractor; an IC
inserter; a 3/16" nut-
driver; a 1/4" nutdriv-
er; a 3-prong parts
holder; a penlight; a
4-1/4" diagonal-cut-
ting pliers; 4-1/4"
diagonal-cutting pli-
ers; a 4-3/4" long-nose pliers; a No.0 point Phillips screw-
driver; a no.1 point Phillips screwdriver; a 1/8" slotted
screwdriver; a 3/16" slotted screwdriver; a TT10
Tamperproof Torx Driver; a TT15 Tamper Torx Driver; and
a Trimpot tool. Comes in a lightweight zipper case.

5180-01-432-3144
Computer Repair Kit   
Price - $98.93  KT
Kit contains: Two swivel-head Phillips screwdrivers sizes
00 (6-1/4" lg.), 0 (7-1/8" lg.); two swivel-head slotted
screwdrivers sizes
3/32" (6-1/8) and
1/8" (7-5/8); a
Phillips screwdriver
size 2; a regular slot-
ted screwdriver size
3/16"; two hollow
shaft nutdrivers size
3/16" and 1/4"; screwstarter with pocket clip for Torx size
T-10, T-15, T-20, T-25, T-27 & T-30 as well as most
Allen hex and Phillips; 1" x 2" oval inspection mirror with
pocket clip; syringe style mechanical finger; crosslock
tweezers; needle-nose pliers; PC chip remover and inspec-
tion light with 6" flex and focus beam. Comes in compart-
mented, foam-padded, zippered vinyl canvas tool pouch.

5110-01-414-4918
E-Z OUTTM Pocket Knife   
Price - $24.84  EA
Lock-Back folding
knife; includes a belt
clip. High carbon
stainless steel 3.5"
blade with non-glare
satin finish. Fiscars
Inc. E-Z OUT
(P/N 06701). Knife is 8" open, 4-3/4" closed.

5110-00-288-8722
Circle Cutter   
Price - $171.76 EA
Adjustable cutter
with hardened tool
steel blades cuts
washers and gaskets
from sheet asbestos,
rubber, leather, can-
vas, cork, felt and
similar materials. Movable pivoting block style consists of a
plastic block with 1/32" graduations, pivot post with nut and
washers, cutter blades, pivot pins and cutting board with
centering ferrule. Also includes a single cutter blade holder
and six blades. Cutter without extensions cuts irregular lines
and circles, odd shapes and strips. Cuts materials from
0.001 to 3/8" thick and has a 1/4 to 6" cutting diameter.
Includes six pivot pins. Square cutting board measures 6.
Comes with a plastic or metal case.
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5110-01-385-7393
Ergonomic Scissors   
Price - $13.12 EA
OLO brand rolling scissors
operate by rolling instead of
squeezing. This comfort
cut eliminates hand cramps
and fatigue, and also makes
cutting painless for people
with arthritis or carpal tun-
nel syndrome. The non-
point blades provide safety,
precision, flexibility and durability.

5110-01-412-8019
Utility Knife   
Price - $5.11 EA
Heavy duty shop
utility knife, with
self-retracting blade.
Die cast zinc alloy
construction. Blade is
exposed only when
thumb is pressed for-
ward on button, blade retracts automatically into handle
when thumb is released from button. Used for right or left
hand operation. Overall length 5-1/2".

5120-00-243-1689
Socket Extension (Solid Shank)   
Price - $4.03 EA 
Extend the reach of the socket for use in tight and con-
fined areas. Chromium-plated steel extension bar has
female/male square drive ends and a solid shank. Has a
3/8" drive, 3" length.

5120-00-757-7653
Insertion and Removal Tool   
Price - $1.37 EA
Remove and install size 22 contacts, Deutsch P/Ns 2841-
5-9000 (pin) and 2803-4-000 (socket) from Deutsch type
RE, RSM and RTK connectors with this combination
tool. Color-coded with a yellow installing tip and a white
removal tip. Deutsch P/N M 15570-22-1 or equal.

5130-00-063-2923
Abrasive Wheel (Cutting Off )   
Price - $3.42 EA
Aluminum oxide
grinding wheel is for
slicing or parting
metal material. ANSI
B74.2. Wheel is
grade R, with a grain
size of 30 and a resinoid-reinforced bond type. Has a 4"
diameter, 3/16" thickness and 3/8" arbor hole diameter.

5110-00-142-5010
Keyhole Saw (Wood-Cutting)   
Price - $6.15 EA
Keyhole saw features
a hardened and tem-
pered blade and a
hardwood or plastic
handle that allows
for blade replace-
ment. The blade is
10" long and is
tapered in width from 1/2 to 13/16" with 10 points per".

5110-00-293-0090
Nested Saw Set   
Price - $11.87 SE
Nested saw set consists of an enclosed-grip, rugged, plastic
handle for comfort and safety and three blades. The han-
dle has a simple bolt and wingnut for fast and easy blade
changing. First blade is a 12-long compass blade with
eight points per" for small and intricate shape cutting in
wood. Disston Part#102

5180-01-441-6698
Highway Safety Tool Kit   
Price - $66.83 KT
This Highway Safety Tool Kit contains essential highway
safety items in a slim plastic storage box. The tool kit is
designed to fit in car trunks, under van and utility vehicle
seats, and behind the seat of most pickup trucks. Highway
safety tool kit consists of the following components: 1
Thermal reflective blanket;1 12 ft. Battery booster cable; 1
Utility cutter; 1 D-cell size flashlight; 1 pair cotton gloves;
2 Yellow chemical light stick; 1 Inflatable pillow; 1  8 Slip
joint pliers; 2 Highway warning reflector; 1 Cross and Flat
tip screwdriver.
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5120-00-169-2986
Torque Multiplier (Electronic Display) 
5-1/16" x 6-5/8" x 9-1/4"
PRICE -  $2695.66 (EA)

Digital readout accuracy within +/- 2% of actual output
torque from 20% of rated maximum torque to the rated
maximum torque. Clockwise/counter-clockwise operation.
Protractor is graduated 180° in 1° increments. Has zero
backlash. Operates from minus -25 to +120°F. Powered by
9v battery. Easy zero adjustment. Requires torque wrench
bar NSN 5120-01-008-3632.

Has a 1200-ft-lb rated maximum output torque (1.0 ft-lb.
increment) and a 6"-long x 3/4" square male output shaft.
Furnished in a carrying case with a 3/8" male input crank,
a 3/4" square female output shaft and a set of instructions.
Weighs approximately 20 lb.

Consolidated Devices Model No. DPT-1200

5120-00-482-2543
Torque Multiplier (Electronic Display) 
8" x 11" x 6-1/4"
PRICE - $5163.68 (EA)

Digital readout accuracy within +/- 2% of actual output
torque from 20% of rated maximum torque to the rated
maximum torque. Clockwise/counter-clockwise operation.
Protractor is graduated 180° in 1° increments. Has zero
backlash. Operates from minus -25 to +120°F. Powered by
9v battery. Easy zero adjustment. Requires torque wrench
bar NSN 5120-01-008-3632.

Has a 2500-ft-lb rated maximum output torque (in 1.0 ft-
lb increments) and a 8"-long x 1" square male output shaft.
Furnished in a carrying case with a 3/8" male input crank,
a 1" square female output shaft and a set of instructions.
Weighs approximately 38 lb.

Consolidated Devices Model No. DPT-2500

5120-00-337-9652
Torque Multiplier
18.71" L x 12.90" W x 7.52" D
PRICE - $3939.66 (EA)

A multiplier, torque wrench is used to facilitate the
loosening and tightening of propeller shaft retaining
nuts, aircraft engine thrust bearing nuts, helicopter rotor
clutch, fan and transmission nuts, turbo-jet engine tur-
bine couplings and bearing retaining nuts. When used
with a torque wrench or socket, torque multiplier
increases the available output torque.

Torque multiplier has a maximum rated output torque of
12,000 ft-lb. in both the clockwise and counterclockwise
direction. Multiplier consists of a metal housing containing
a precision planetary gear multiplier having a torque gear
ratio of 10.7 to 1. Multiplier has a 3/4" female square drive
input in accordance with ANSI B107.4 on both sides of
the multiplier. Output consists of sleeve splines with a slide
fit for a male spline of 8/16" pitch, 43 teeth, 30° pressure
angle and 5.375" pitch diameter, with a diameter of 5.651
to 5.669" over 0.226-pins and an outside diameter of
5.475" plus 0 and minus 0.0005". Weighs approximately
46 lb.

Consolidated Devices Model No. 12000STM

5120-00-574-9318
Torque Multiplier
25" long
PRICE -  $404.28 (EA)

A multiplier, torque wrench is used to facilitate the loosen-
ing and tightening of propeller shaft retaining nuts, aircraft
engine thrust bearing nuts, helicopter rotor clutch, fan and
transmission nuts, turbo-jet engine turbine couplings and
bearing retaining nuts. When used with a torque wrench
or socket, torque multiplier increases the available output
torque.

Torque multiplier has a maximum rated output torque of
2000 ft-lb. in both the clockwise and counterclockwise
directions. Multiplier consists of a detachable reaction bar
and a metal housing containing a precision planetary gear
multiplier having a torque gear ratio of 4 to 1. Multiplier
has a 3/4" female square drive input and a 1" male square
drive output in accordance with ANSI B107.4. Weighs
approximately 17 lb.

If you have any questions you may contact:
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Hardware & Appliances Center
Customer Service

(816) 926-7315

465-7315

(816) 926-7971 
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